
SOCIAL LEARNING SPACE IN THE LIBRARY
The Learning Commons



OLD SCHOOL
NOTIONS
Learning



Learning takes place only in a classroom.



Learning only happens at fixed times.



Learning is an individual activity.



The classroom always has a front.



Learning requires privacy and solitude.



DEBUNKED!



and libraries were...



dark and gloomy



cramped



dusty



...complete with antiquated equipment



...no computers, no internet



...and not-so-friendly librarians.



NOT ANYMORE!



What do people do in the library?



reading
relaxing
sleeping
studying

web surfing
producing content

mentoring
browsing
research



and
meeting people

socializing
having fun

viewing exhibitions
participating in 

programs
appreciating art



Technology has transformed libraries
into social learning spaces.



The Net Generation



multitaskers
always online
short attention span
technologically adaptable
independent, personalized



Should libraries care about these
changing trends?

YES



Social Learning



“Learning” not only 
takes place in 
individuals’ minds, but 
as part of social process 
to deepen individual 
and collective learning[social, participatory process]



“Learning” occurs 
through social 
interactions and 
processes between 
actors within a social 
network.[social, participatory process]



MEANING

PRACTICE

COMMUNITY

IDENTITY

learning as experiencing

learning as doing

learning as belonging

learning as being



The library can play a role in promoting social learning in 
all the above forms by providing a place where individuals

‣ interact with others to deepen their 
understanding of a topic
‣ learn how to get along with others
‣ learn how to make collaborative decisions 

as a group or as a team.



The Learning Commons



a dynamic and collaborative 
environment that provides 
assistance to students with 

information needs.



combines individual and
group study spaces, in-depth 

reference services, and 
instruction from a wide

variety of sources.



key concerns
learning, writing, technology 

use and research

purpose
To make student learning 

experience easier and more 
enjoyable.



a response to
the way students behave

the way students learn
the way students are taught



decline in physical visits
decline in book lending
rise in use of e-resources
expectation of instant service
lack of time on part of users
technology being integral
libraries no longer quiet places
eating and drinking 
mobile phone use is a right

changes in
user 

behavior



changes in
learning 
patterns

nowadays the typical student
sees the Web as a one-stop-shop for 
information needs

expects to find anything online

doesn’t want to wait

uses various technology-enhanced 
communication and media



focus on learning than being taught
group work has become common
problem-based learning

changes in
teaching 
patterns



technology-enabled social tools to connect & 
collaborate (Facebook, Twitter, Skype, Google 
Drive, cloud computing tools, etc.

social drivers: Today’s learners favor active, 
participatory, experiential learning-the learning 
style they exhibit in their personal lives

time-constrained: social media, instant 
messaging, and cell-phone photos coexist with 
conversations over coffee

forces
reshaping 

research



characteristics
student-centered

provides easy access to 
electronic information 

resources
supports flexible learning 

methodologies
provides a single point of 

access to support services



key principles
co-location
cooperation
collaboration



Individuals learn 
more in groups.

Lev Vygotsky’s Social Learning Theory



At UP EnggLib...



web and multimedia workstations
web surfing | document editing | multimedia content creation



collaborative workstations
advanced computing | software development



multimedia room
audiovisual presentations| high-tech classroom



discussion rooms
group study sessions | project group meetings



interactive smartboard
digital whiteboard with touchscreen functionality



Kindle e-readers
preloaded with engineering and technology e-books



iPods
preloaded with audio and video lectures and podcasts



Why create a learning commons?



one-stop shop



1. Consider success in student 
learning as its main goal by 
providing a range of services 
in a convenient location 
where students gather to 
work.

a fully-realized
learning 

commons 
should



2. Include a staff that facilitates 
debate, discussion, 
cooperation and 
collaboration between 
students, librarians, Learning 
Commons partners, faculty 
and staff.

a fully-realized
learning 

commons 
should



3. Install sufficient information 
technology, including 
computers, printers, 
scanners, copiers, wireless, 
electrical outlets, 
databases, up to 
date software and other 
digital resources.

a fully-realized
learning 

commons 
should



4. Offer students instruction 
and assistance in this 
technology, and raise 
awareness about the types of 
digital resources that exist in 
the Learning Commons.

a fully-realized
learning 

commons 
should



5. Support the development of 
Information Literacy, in a 
physical and virtual manner, 
to reach more students.

a fully-realized
learning 

commons 
should



6. Provide an accessible and 
aesthetically pleasing work 
space that includes group 
study rooms, social space, 
and quiet space.

a fully-realized
learning 

commons 
should



7. Assess itself on a regular 
basis to make sure it is 
providing the best possible 
service to students. 

a fully-realized
learning 

commons 
should



a fully-realized
learning 

commons 
should

8. Teach the responsible use of 
information, and foster the 
philosophy of the commons - 
open access, freedom of 
information and community.



creating or 
renovating

the learning 
commons 

1. How might this space enrich 
educational / research 
experience? 

2. What learning will happen in this 
place?

3. How much this space be designed 
to encourage students to spend 
more time studying and 
learning?



designing
the learning 

commons 

1. Type of furniture to install to 
accommodate group learning

2. Enough open space to walk /
roam around. If not, create. 

3. Make an inviting space…decide 
on the motif, theme, design, 
color, overall ambience

4. Services to cater to group work
5. Equipment and gadgets to 

support services



implementing
the learning 

commons

1. Staff
2. Technology
3. Management support
4. Budget
5. Change of mindset



How do you manage?



managing
the learning 

commons 

technology
users
services
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“Paano po magpa-print?”

“Pwede pong makahiram 
ng dock connector?”

“Bakit po di maka-connect 
sa WiFi ‘tong laptop ko?”

“Bakit po nag-e-error yung 
program ko?”



CAUTION

Running a learning commons
can cause headaches



managing
the learning 

commons 

all the equipment should be 
available as much as possible
efficiency of service is a major 
priority
library rules must be strictly 
enforced



managing
the learning 

commons 

computers are on deep freeze
guest accounts
regular updates



Problem # 1
Quicker Service



There’s an app 
for that.

TLC timetracker and statistics app



Problem # 2
User Notifications



iSaway
(network notification system)



Problem # 3
Getting users to read signs

and follow instructions





managing
the learning 

commons 

a more relaxed ambience
boosting e-resource usage
new services



reinventing the library



Libraries are freeing up space that are 
repurposed to provide space for collaborative 
work.

Libraries are expanding their virtual space, 
reducing their space within the library for 
collections, and repurposing it for student use 
(facilities)

physical space is repurposed

virtual space expands

Spaces that are agile, modular, flexible, 
reconfigurable

rethinking
roles and 

spaces



technology as catalyst

Since we can obtain 
information in any format and 
access it anywhere on campus 
or off campus – why does the 
physical library play such an 
important role in the renewal 
and advancement of an 
institution's intellectual life?

Q:
The library is the only centralized 
location where new and 
emerging information 
technologies can be combined 
with traditional knowledge 
resources in a user-focused, 
service-rich environment that 
supports today's social and 
educational patterns of learning, 
teaching, and research.

A:



The goal is to make the experience and 
services of the library transparent to the user 
by creating a one-stop shopping experience.

Whether users access e-mail, digitized 
resources, or special print collections, or are 
reformatting and publishing a paper, the 
library should be the place to enable them to 
advance their learning experiences.

If libraries are to remain dynamic, their 
spaces and services must continually 
stimulate users to create new ways of 
searching and synthesizing materials

tech-driven
social

learning 
spaces



Social learning spaces
in the library?



We see that we are well on our way to becoming a 
social academic library, “bringing in non-traditional 
functions such as classrooms, event programming, 

and cafes into the library” and becoming a 
social learning space.



learning as experiencing,
learning as doing,

learning as belonging, and
learning as becoming

can take place in our library.



Will learning commons
replace libraries?



It will not replace the physical library, rather it is a 
new service of the library, a technology-driven 

learning space to make students learn more and 
become productive.

NO.



exercise

1. What are the perceptions of your students/
faculty regarding the provision of conducive 
study spaces in the library?

2. What should the learning commons experience 
look like and feel like?

3. What physical attributes should it have?

4. What services should it support?

5. How can other colleges in the University be 
drawn in?

6. Does this replace the library?


